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COHNREZNICK MANUFACTURING CHECKUP
Overview
The CohnReznick Manufacturing Checkup is a new survey and benchmarking tool 
designed exclusively for manufacturers and distributors to share their insights on today’s 
manufacturing landscape. The purpose of this survey was to help manufacturing 
executives across the nation assess the efficiency and effectiveness of corporate functions 
critical to performance and profitable growth.

• The CohnReznick Manufacturing Checkup collected data from 172 manufacturers
across the U.S. to gain an understanding of their core functional areas including:
– Enterprise
– Operations
– Supply chain
– R&D/Product development
– Customers

Read on to conduct your own Manufacturing Checkup. You’ll find out if your company 
has the practices and systems for sustainable profitability – and what to do if you don’t. 

This survey was sponsored by CohnReznick and conducted by The MPI Group, the global research firm. All respondent 
identifying information has been kept completely confidential. 
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COHNREZNICK MANUFACTURING CHECKUP
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1
Profile
Demographic 
data on 
Manufacturing 
Checkup 
participants

4
Supply chain

Supplier-
management 

practices, programs, 
and supply-chain 

performances

2
Enterprise

Strategic and 
cross-company 

analysis

3
Operations
Production 
practices, 
programs, and 
performances

5
R&D/Product 
Development
Innovation practices, 
programs, and 
performances

6
Customers

Practices, 
programs, and 

customer-focused 
performances



RESPONDENT PROFILE



RESPONDENT PROFILE
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Profile
A large, diverse group of executives from across the country participated in the 

CohnReznick Manufacturing Checkup, representing many types of 
manufacturers. More than half of the executives were VP-level or higher.



A MIX OF CORPORATE REVENUE LEVELS ARE REPRESENTED
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38%

22%

40% Both or hybrid

Process (measured by weight or volume)

Discrete (measured by numeric quantities)

What is the nature of manufacturing operations for your 
company's primary products?

What is the approximate annual revenue
(U.S. dollars) of your company?

(3%)
16%

16%

22%

13%

10%

10%

10%
More than $10 billion

$2 billion to $10 billion

$1 billion to $2 billion

$501 million to $1 billion

$101 million to $500 million

$51 million to $100 million

$25 million to $50 million

Less than $25 million



MANUFACTURERS FROM ACROSS THE COUNTRY 
PARTICIPATED IN THE CHECKUP
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In which state is your company's headquarters?

17%
9%

6%
6%
6%
6%

5%
4%

3%
3%
3%

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%

1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

California

Connecticut

Michigan

Texas

North Carolina

Pennsylvania

Alabama

Massachusetts

Oregon

Tennessee

Wisconsin

Oklahoma

New Hampshire

Iowa

Utah

Mississippi



A MAJORITY OF COMPANIES HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS 
MORE THAN 25 YEARS
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9%

34%

23%

34%

More than 50 years

26-50 years

11-25 years

Less than 10 years

How many years has your company been in business?



MANUFACTURERS FROM MANY INDUSTRIES PARTICIPATED
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In which of the following industries does your company participate? (select all that apply)

20%
16%

13%
12%
12%

11%
11%

10%
10%

9%
6%
6%
6%

5%
5%
5%

3%
3%
3%

2%
1%

Machinery manufacturing
Fabricated metal product manufacturing

Computer and electronic product manufacturing
Food manufacturing

Electrical equipment, appliance, and component manufacturing
Transportation equipment manufacturing

Primary metal manufacturing
Plastics and rubber products manufacturing

Miscellaneous manufacturing/Other
Chemical manufacturing

Petroleum and coal products manufacturing
Apparel manufacturing

Textile product mills
Beverage and tobacco product manufacturing

Textile mills
Paper manufacturing

Leather and allied product manufacturing
Nonmetallic mineral product manufacturing

Wood product manufacturing
Furniture and related product manufacturing

Printing and related support activities



A MAJORITY OF EXECUTIVES ARE VP-LEVEL OR ABOVE
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43%

19%

16%
8%
5%

Chairman (1%)
Partner or Principal or comparable (3%)
CTO (3%)
CFO (3%)
Other C-level title or comparable
COO
VP or Director or comparable
CEO or President
Manager or above

Which of the following best describes your title?How familiar are you with your company's practices 
and performances for major corporate functions?

47%

31%

17%

5%
Somewhat familiar

Fairly familiar

Very familiar

Extremely familiar

Percentages in this presentation may not sum to 100% due to rounding of decimals.



PARTICIPANTS HAVE RESPONSIBILITY/ 
IN-DEPTH KNOWLEDGE OF FUNCTIONS
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30%

34%

35% Other (1%)

Private equity-owned

Private/family-owned

Public

What best describes the ownership 
structure of your company?

For which of your company's functions do you 
have responsibility and/or in-depth knowledge?

48%

12%

10%

10%

6%

6%
5%
3%

Transportation/logistics

Supply chain

Other

Facilities/maintenance

Sales and marketing

R&D/product development

Finance/accounting

Production/operations



ENTERPRISE



KEY INSIGHTS: ENTERPRISE
MPI 2021 Industry 4.0 Study
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Enterprise Insights

The vast majority of manufacturers review and 
update strategies annually or more frequently.

Over the past few years, amid COVID 
and other volatile market issues, executives 

are aware that they must keep their 
companies agile.

Despite strategic planning, many 
manufacturers lack leadership systems and 
actions to drive improvements — e.g., tiered 

communications infrastructures, cross-
functional collaboration, standard work, and 

well-established ESG programs.

Knowing what to do and how to execute are 
two different things: Manufacturing leaders 

require assistance in establishing 
performance-based cultures and implementing 

systems to achieve strategic goals.



MOST MANUFACTURERS REVIEW AND UPDATE 
STRATEGIES ANNUALLY OR MORE FREQUENTLY
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How often is your company's strategy reviewed and updated?

45%

16%

35%
No strategy (2%)

Other (0%)

Every 3 years (0%)

Every 2 years (2%)

Annually

Biannually

Quarterly



A MAJORITY OF SENIOR-EXECUTIVE POSITIONS 
LACK IDENTIFIED SUCCESSORS
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For what percentage of senior executives has a successor been identified?

7%

39%

29%

19%
3%
3%

100%

76-99%

51-75%

26-50%

1-25%

0%



A MAJORITY OF LEADERSHIP SUPPORT 
IS MANAGEMENT-DRIVEN
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Which of the following communication structures best describes how corporate leadership supports 
management and frontline needs?

1%
11%

22%

51%

15% Tiered communications structure — e.g., Tier 1 daily frontline huddles communicate problems 
up to Tier 2 management/supervisor huddles that communicate up to Tier 3 senior-level 
huddles/meetings; support flows down to huddles

Management-driven structure — e.g., managers/supervisors routinely assess operations, 
communicate problems to leadership, and request support

Top-down structure — e.g., leadership periodically assesses operations, identifies possible 
problems, and offers support to management

Random structure — e.g., communications among leadership and management takes place 
only when major problems arise

No communication structure



SENIOR LEADERSHIP OFTEN IGNORES 
STANDARD WORK PRACTICES
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Which of the following are standard work practices for senior leadership? (select all that apply)

60%

59%

53%

36%

34%

34%

31%

28%

27%

9%

0%

3%

Strategy development

Leadership huddles/meetings

Strategy deployment

Active role in training

Mentoring/coaching of individuals

Regularly scheduled one-on-one meetings

Reflection meetings

Modeling desired behaviors

Active role in onboarding new employees

Gemba walks

Other (please specify):

No leadership standard work
Multiple responses allowed



FEW MANUFACTURERS HAVE 
FULL COLLABORATION ACROSS FUNCTIONS
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To what extent does the company’s organization structure result in collaboration across functions?

1%

8%

26%

49%

16%

No collaboration across functions
Little collaboration across functions
Some collaboration across functions
Significant collaboration across functions
Full collaboration across functions



MANUFACTURERS FACE PLANNING AND 
FORECASTING CHALLENGES
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What is your biggest enterprise and forecasting challenge?

22%

21%

20%

13%

13%

3%

5%

4%

Painstaking and time-consuming process

Disparate data sources

Getting inputs and collaboration from budget contributors

Lack of what-if scenarios

Budgets are quickly outdated

Other

No enterprise planning and forecasting challenges

Not applicable
Multiple responses allowed



A MAJORITY OF MANUFACTURERS HAVE ANNUAL 
EXECUTIVE TURNOVER OF MORE THAN 5% 

21

What is the annual turnover percentage among senior leadership (C-level positions, VPs, directors, etc.)?

0%
16%

1-5%
30%

6-10%
36%

11-20%
13%

>20%
5%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



ONLY HALF OF MANUFACTURERS HAVE A WELL-ESTABLISHED 
ESG PROGRAM

22

How would you characterize the current state of your environmental, social, and governance (ESG) program?

51%

27%

10%

12%

None: The company has not yet explored implementing an ESG program

Exploratory: An ESG program is being evaluated, but has not yet been executed by
the company

In development: ESG program has been formed, but is not complete and lacks one
or more of the above elements

Well-established: ESG program has clear value proposition, goals, policies, data
management and analytics, and stakeholder reporting



GROWTH AND SUPPLY-CHAIN REQUIREMENTS 
SPUR ESG PROGRAMS

23

If you are exploring or have implemented an ESG program, which of the following reasons drove your decision-
making? (select all that apply)

43%

41%

34%

26%

23%

22%

1%

13%

Growth strategy is enhanced with an ESG program

Supply-chain and channel partner requirements

Corporate culture/Corporate Citizenship/"Right thing to do"

Access to "green" capital

Recruiting and retention/employee pressures

Investor/activist stakeholder concerns

Other

Not applicable Multiple responses allowed



OPERATIONS



KEY INSIGHTS: OPERATIONS
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Operations Insights
Many manufacturers lack common 

programs/practices that improve operations —
e.g., production systems, benchmarking, visual 

management boards — and their absence shows in 
operational outcomes.

For example, 48% of manufacturers have on-time 
delivery of 90% or worse.

CohnReznick can assist manufacturers in adoption 
of cost-effective tactics that generate immediate 

returns and remove risks from the workplace (e.g., 
zero-loss thinking, use of 5S/workplace 

organization).

Less than half of manufacturers collect data for 
functions using Internet of Things (IoT) devices.
For example, only 26% use the IoT for predictive 

maintenance, often the first step of a digital 
transformation.

Manufacturing is becoming a world of digital haves
and have-nots. Inability or unwillingness to digitally 
transform operations will leave many manufacturers 

— especially smaller firms — with a competitive 
gap that will be hard to overcome.



OPERATIONAL BEST PRACTICES ARE MISSING 
AT MANY FIRMS
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Which of the following programs and/or practices are in place to drive continuous improvement? 
(select all that apply) 

55%
53%

48%
45%

44%
41%

30%
30%

27%
27%
27%

21%
15%

0%
1%

Performance management system
Quality certifications (e.g. ISO)

Production system
Strategy/policy deployment

Continuous-improvement program
5S/workplace organization

Benchmarking
Visual management boards

Value-stream mapping
Kaizen events/blitzes

Waste elimination (i.e., seven wastes)
PDCA problem-solving

Zero-loss thinking
Other (please specify):

None of these
Multiple responses allowed



A MAJORITY OF FRONTLINE EMPLOYEES AREN’T ENGAGED IN 
IMPROVEMENT AND PROBLEM-SOLVING PROJECTS
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What percentage of frontline employees are routinely engaged in 
improvement and problem-solving projects?

0%…

1-25%
26%

26-50%
38%

51-75%
23%

76-99%
10%

100%
2%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



A MAJORITY OF MANUFACTURERS REVIEW BACK-OFFICE 
PROCESSES AT LEAST TWICE PER YEAR
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How often does your company review the efficiency, scalability, and automation 
of its back-office processes?

42%

19%

28%
4%

5%

No reviews of back-office processes

Other (2%)

Every 2-3 years

Annually

Biannually

Quarterly



LEADERSHIP IS OPEN TO MANY FORMS OF OUTSOURCING
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For which of the following areas has leadership discussed the potential of outsourcing 
to complement staff? (select all that apply)

45%

40%

31%

29%

29%

23%

2%

12%

Technology operations

Risk management/Internal audit

Finance

Accounting support

Tax compliance

Accounting standards compliance

Other

None of the above

Multiple responses allowed



OPERATING DATA IS COLLECTED VIA IoT BY 
SOME MANUFACTURERS
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In which of the following business functions are you currently utilizing 
Internet of Things (IoT) devices to collect operating data? (select all that apply)

44%

40%

38%

37%

34%

31%

30%

27%

26%

10%

2%

15%

Quality control

Inventory management

Safety management

Logistics management across the supply chain

Equipment utilization

Industrial asset tracking

Remote production control

Energy management in manufacturing facilities

Predictive maintenance

Digital Twins

Other

None of the above Multiple responses allowed



LESS THAN HALF OF MANUFACTURERS USE LEAN-BASED 
PRODUCTION PRINCIPLES

31

Which of the following are principles of your company's production system? (select all that apply) 

47%

47%

46%

37%

37%

27%

23%

16%

9%

2%

1%

1%

Continuous flow

Standardized work

Focus on customer value

Level scheduling/workloads

Multi-skilled frontline associates

Pull-based inventory management

Poka yoke/mistake-proofing

Takt time

Andon

None of the above

Other (please specify):

No production system Multiple responses allowed



HALF OF MANUFACTURERS HAVE ON-TIME DELIVERY 
RATES OF 90% OR WORSE
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What is your company's on-time delivery rate?

<75%
3%

75-80%
15%

81-85%
12%

86-90%
18%

91-95%
31%

96-99%
17%

100%
3%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



MANY MANUFACTURERS NEED HELP WITH 
PRODUCTION QUALITY

33

What is your company's finished-product first-pass yield 
(i.e., products that are not scrapped or require rework)?

<75%
3%

75-80%
15%

81-85%
12%

86-90%
18%

91-95%
31%

96-99%
17%

100%
3%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



A THIRD OF MANUFACTURERS HAVE HIGH OPERATIONS 
LABOR TURNOVER OF 11% OR MORE

34

What is the annual turnover percentage among operations management and frontline associates?

0%
2%

1-5%
30%

6-10%
34%

11-20%
23%

>20%
10%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



A MAJORITY OF MANUFACTURERS USE PLANNED 
MAINTENANCE AND REAL-TIME MONITORING OF MACHINES

35

Which of the following maintenance activities are standard practice across your company? 
(select all that apply) 

66%

52%

47%

46%

38%

38%

35%

0%

1%

Planned maintenance activities

Real-time monitoring and analysis of equipment characteristics

Daily team maintenance involving operators

Predictive maintenance techniques and tools

Early equipment management/design for maintenance

Lockout/tagout practices

Spare-parts management

Other (please specify):

None of the above Multiple responses allowed



MANY MANUFACTURERS LOSE CAPACITY DUE TO 
MACHINE DOWNTIME

36

What is your company's machine availability (as a percentage of scheduled uptime)?

<75%
5%

75-80%
13%

81-85%
12%

86-90%
21%

91-95%
23%

96-99%
17%

100%
9%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



SUPPLY CHAIN



KEY INSIGHTS: SUPPLY CHAIN
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Supply chain Insights
Manufacturers could do much more to manage ESG 
supply chain risks. For example, only 39% measure 
supplier ESG performance vs. KPIs, and only 35% 

have contracts with ESG-compliance terms.

CohnReznick can educate manufacturers on the 
risks they face if they don't coordinate ESG efforts 
with supply chains — and can help discuss a path 

towards developing a successful ESG strategy.

Many activities that can alleviate supply chain 
problems are ignored by manufacturers. Only 46% 

have periodic audits and certification of primary 
suppliers, and only 37% share their forecasts with 

primary suppliers. Even worse, 43% of 
manufacturers have backup/redundant suppliers for 

25% or less of their primary suppliers.

Knowing what to do and how to execute are two 
different things. Manufacturing leaders require 
assistance in establishing performance-based 
cultures and implementing systems to achieve 
strategic goals. Pandemic supply chain delays 

continue to plague manufacturers across industries. 
Relying on a single supplier for key components, 
materials, or ingredients eventually proves costly.



MANY MANUFACTURERS RELY ON LIMITED SUPPLY CHAINS

39

What percentage of suppliers account for 80% of sourced components and materials?

<10%
5%

10-20%
19%

21-40%
28%

41-60%
29%

61-80%
14%

>80%
6%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



NEARLY ALL MANUFACTURERS RELY ON IMPORTED 
COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS …

40

What percentage of components and materials are imported (i.e., sourced from non-domestic suppliers)?

0%
5%

1-25%
35%

26-50%
31%

51-75%
22%

76-99%
5%

100%
2%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



… WITH NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN THE NEAR FUTURE

41

What percentage of components and materials do you expect to be imported 
(i.e., sourced from non-domestic suppliers) two years from now?

0%
6%

1-25%
35%

26-50%
33%

51-75%
15%

76-99%
9%

100%
1%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



MANUFACTURERS COULD DO MORE TO MANAGE ESG 
SUPPLY-CHAIN RISKS

42

Which of the following activities are you implementing to manage ESG risks across your supply chain? 
(select all that apply)

42%

39%

35%

35%

34%

25%

1%

13%

Accountability for ESG supply-chain risks are included in job role(s)

Supplier ESG performance is measured against KPIs

ESG supplier risk parameters have been identified and prioritized

Contracts include ESG audit compliance terms, including remedies for non-
performance

ESG sourcing criteria defined and integrated into procurement process

Defined supplier code of conduct that includes ESG issues

Other

None of the above Multiple responses allowed



LESS THAN HALF OF MANUFACTURERS AUDIT AND 
CERTIFY PRIMARY SUPPLIERS

43

Which of the following activities take place with your company's primary suppliers? (select all that apply) 

46%

37%

36%

34%

27%

26%

25%

22%

21%

0%

5%

Periodic audit and certification of suppliers

Sharing company forecasts with suppliers

Electronic data interchange for suppliers

Suppliers share forecasts with company

Supplier-owned or -managed inventory

Suppliers share talent/resources with company

Sharing talent/resources with suppliers

Sharing company intellectual property with suppliers

Suppliers share intellectual property with company

Other (please specify):

None of the above
Multiple responses allowed



ONLY 25% OF MANUFACTURERS HAVE BACKUPS FOR 
A MAJORITY OF PRIMARY SUPPLIERS

44

For what percentage of your company's primary suppliers are redundant or backup suppliers in place?

0%
2%

1-25%
41%

26-50%
32%

51-75%
17%

76-99%
6%

100%
2%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



SUPPLIER AUDITS ARE FOCUSED ON QUALITY, COST, 
AND DELIVERY

45

Which of the following criteria are assessed with supplier audits? (select all that apply) 

68%

58%

56%

51%

37%

36%

35%

32%

24%

23%

22%

0%

4%

Quality/reliability

Total cost

Delivery (to schedule)

Productivity

Service/responsiveness

Financial stability

Adherence to specifications

Environmental performance

Labor practices

Ethics

Criteria of suppliers' suppliers

Other (please specify):

No supplier audits Multiple responses allowed



HIGH PERCENTAGES OF PRIMARY SUPPLIERS WEREN’T 
AUDITED IN THE PAST YEAR

46

What percentage of primary suppliers have been audited in the past year?

0%
9%

1-25%
29%

26-50%
26%

51-75%
19%

76-99%
11%

100%
6%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



AT LEAST ONE IN 10 SUPPLIER DELIVERIES ARE LATE 
FOR A MAJORITY OF MANUFACTURERS

47

What is the approximate on-time delivery rate from primary suppliers?
<75%

2%

75-80%
12%

81-85%
19%

86-90%
24%

91-95%
26%

96-99%
15%

100%
2%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



MANY SUPPLIER DELIVERIES FAIL TO MEET 
MANUFACTURER SPECIFICATIONS

48

What percentage of supplier deliveries pass all company criteria (e.g., quality, count, on-time)?

<75%
6%

76-80%
11%

81-85%
11%

86-90%
31%

91-95%
23%

96-99%
17%

100%
1%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



R&D/PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT



KEY INSIGHTS: R&D/PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

50

R&D/Product development Insights
While two-thirds of manufacturers generate more 

than 10% of sales from new products introduced in 
the past year, most fail to use ideation activities to 
spur new product ideas. Only 35% have an idea-
suggestion system and just 16% use hackathons.

R&D is the lifeblood of a company — and its impact 
extends well beyond the product development 
function. CohnReznick can help manufacturers 

select and implement appropriate ideation and new 
product evaluation tools.

Many manufacturers cancel a high percentage of 
products in development after they’ve consumed a 

quarter of their budgets for prototypes, testing, 
technology development, etc.

This is a tell-tale sign that lean R&D practices —
which encourage full cross-functional buy-in and 

ongoing commitment to product ideas — are missing 
from many product-development processes.



MANY BEST PRACTICES TO SPUR INNOVATION AREN’T 
ROUTINELY USED

51

Which of the following activities are routinely used to generate new-product ideas? 
(select all that apply) 

48%

48%

46%

41%

38%

35%

34%

34%

16%

16%

1%

2%

Customer satisfaction surveys

Brainstorming

Observation and analysis of customer product usage

Open innovation

Collaborative design with customers

Idea-suggestion system

Collaborative design with suppliers

Customer focus groups

Hackathons

Blue ocean strategy

Other (please specify):

None of the above Multiple responses allowed



TWO-THIRDS OF MANUFACTURERS GENERATE MORE THAN 
10% OF SALES FROM NEW PRODUCTS

52

What percentage of sales in the past year came from the launch of new products or services?

0%
4% 1-5%

10%

6-10%
20%

11-15%
28%

16-20%
22%

21-25%
10%

>25%
6%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



MANY MANUFACTURERS HAVE POSTED LARGE GAINS IN 
NET PRESENT VALUES OF PRODUCT PORTFOLIOS

53

By what percentage has the net present value of your company's product portfolio changed 
over the past three years?

(3%)11%

20%

22%

16%

14%

8%
6%

More than 25% increase

21-25% increase

16-20% increase

11-15% increase

6-10% increase

1-5% increase

No change

Declined



A MAJORITY OF MANUFACTURERS CANCEL NEW PRODUCT 
WORK AFTER SIGNIFICANT R&D SPENDING

54

What percentage of new product ideas are cancelled after the project has consumed one-quarter or more of its 
budget for prototypes, tooling, technology development, etc.?

0%
13%

1-5%
26%

6-10%
25%

11-15%
21%

16-20%
11%

21-25%
4%

>25%
1%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



CORE PRODUCTS CONTRIBUTE THE BULK OF REVENUES 
FOR MOST MANUFACTURERS

55

What percentage of your company sales are not from core products 
(e.g., aftermarket/replacement parts, branded merchandise, services, leasing, financing)?

0%
5%

1-5%
28%

6-10%
24%

11-15%
18%

16-20%
12%

21-25%
5%

>25%
8%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



CUSTOMERS



KEY INSIGHTS: CUSTOMERS
MPI 2021 Industry 4.0 Study

57

Customers Insights
Most manufacturers aren’t strengthening customer 

relationships to move beyond buy-and-sell 
transactions. For example, only 33% share company 
forecasts/plans with customers, and only 22% share 

talent/resources with customers. Many also fail to 
provide after-sales services.

Manufacturers must offer more than just products.
They must also support customers in ways that 

improve B2C product experiences and B2B 
customers’ operations.

Manufacturers use a mix of channels to reach 
customers, but primarily rely on direct sales
(36% average) and distributors/wholesalers

(22% average).

Manufacturers require assistance in development of 
omnichannel approaches to sales, marketing, and 

support services.



MOST MANUFACTURERS HAVE A DIVERSE CUSTOMER BASE

58

What percentage of customers account for 80% of sales?

<10%
6%

10-20%
10%

21-40%
25%

41-60%
30%

61-80%
21%

More 
than 80%

8%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



A FIFTH OF MANUFACTURERS EXPORT A MAJORITY 
OF THEIR SALES

59

What percentage of sales are exported (i.e., sold to non-domestic customers)?

0%
8%

1-25%
38%

26-50%
34%

51-75%
14%

76-99%
5%

100%
1%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



MOST MANUFACTURERS COULD WORK MORE CLOSELY 
WITH CUSTOMERS
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Which of the following activities take place with your company's primary customers? 
(select all that apply) 

40%

34%

33%

30%

28%

27%

27%

22%

22%

0%

9%

Electronic data interchange for customers

Customers share forecasts with company

Sharing company forecasts/plans with customers

Own or manage inventory for customers

Customers share intellectual property with company

Kitting/preassembly for customers

Customers share talent/resources with company

Sharing company intellectual property with customers

Sharing talent/resources with customers

Other (please specify)

None of the above Multiple responses allowed



ALMOST HALF OF MANUFACTURERS OFFER PURCHASE 
WARRANTIES, AFTER-SALES SUPPORT, AND RETURNS

61

Which of the following after-sales services are offered to customers? (select all that apply)

49%

48%

48%

44%

43%

41%

39%

33%

32%

0%

3%

Warranties with product purchase

After-sales support

Product returns

Product replacements

Extended warranties

Product-usage guides/advice

Service contracts

Upgrades

Product-usage training

Other (please specify):

None of the above Multiple responses allowed



TWO-THIRDS OF MANUFACTURERS HAVE  CUSTOMER 
RETENTION RATES HIGHER THAN 70%
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What is your company's customer retention rate?

<50%
5%

51-60%
10%

61-70%
18%

71-80%
21%

81-90%
24%

91-99%
20%

100%
2%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



MOST MANUFACTURERS HAVE HIGH PERCENTAGES OF 
REPEAT CUSTOMERS

63

What percentage of sales are repeat customers?

<50%
4%

51-60%
11%

61-70%
21%

71-80%
21%

81-90%
21%

91-99%
18%

100%
4%

*Top value indicates answer range. Bottom value indicates respondent percentage.



A MAJORITY OF SALES ARE DERIVED FROM DIRECT SALES 
AND DISTRIBUTORS/WHOLESALERS

64

36%

22%

17%

15%

7%

4%

25%

20%

15%

10%

1%

0%

Company direct (not website)

Distributors/wholesalers

Company website

Retailers

Third-party websites

Other
Average Median

What percentage of company sales are derived from the following channels? 



ABOUT COHNREZNICK
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INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING FACTS & FIGURES
Leading

advisory, assurance,
and tax firm

in the United States Over

300
Manufacturing focused 

professionals

100+
Capital transactions

Serving over 

300 
industrial sector clients

24
offices globally

International reach
via Nexia International

in more than
100 countries

Serving over
850

industrial sector clients

With over 100 years of insight in 
manufacturing, our experience 
spans nearly every industrial 
sector from textiles, to 
semiconductors, to heavy 
manufacturing, and more. This 
wide variety of experience allows 
us to create tailored solutions to 
fit your company’s needs. 



WE HELP MANUFACTURERS DRIVE PROFITABILITY
As a leading advisory, assurance, and tax firm, CohnReznick helps forward-thinking organizations achieve 
their vision by optimizing performance, maximizing value, and managing risk. Our clients benefit from the 
right team with the right capabilities; proven processes customized to their individual needs; and leaders 
with vital industry knowledge and relationships. Headquartered in New York, NY with offices nationwide, 
the firm serves organizations around the world through its global subsidiaries and membership in Nexia 
International. For more information, visit www.cohnreznick.com

Improve
Operations

Unlock
Growth
Potential

Ensure
Compliance

Mitigate
Risk
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http://www.cohnreznick.com/


CONTACT US

Helana Robbins Huddleston, CPA, CIRA
Partner
Industrial Manufacturing Co-Leader

312.508.5813 / helana.robbins@cohnreznick.com

Henrietta Fuchs, CPA
Partner
Industrial Manufacturing Co-Leader

646.762.3432 / henrietta.fuchs@cohnreznick.com

Jim Maurer, CPA
Partner
312.788.6084 / jim.maurer@cohnreznick.com
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